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Cuckoo Quiz 7

1. Rachel returns home without Dale, after spending how long on her placement in Sierra Leone?

2. After learning that he has an older American half-sister Ivy, who turns out to be arrogant and
patronising. Ken refuses to let Ivy stay with them. Who does Ivy end up staying with?

3. Causing Sid's nanny Angela to leave, why did a naked Ken grab her buttocks?

4. Who does Ken reluctantly recruit as Sid's new nanny?

5. Which two people does Steve believe is having an affair with Ivy?

6. When Ivy discovers Dylan selling drugs to a youth, he takes her to the country house where he is
growing a small amount of cannabis. How does she help him?

7. Who does Ken pretend to be so he and Lorna can spend more time together, where they have sex in
empty houses being sold by Lorna's estate agency?

8. When Rachel and Tash chain themselves to the gates of multimillionaire, Gordon Andrews mansion
in a animal rights protest, only to find out that the main gates can still be accessed. Why are they
unable to unchain themselves?

9. Ken becomes the Liberal Democrat candidate after Yusra resigns in reaction to finding out about a
sex tape of her. The tape is still accidentally played to all attendees at the party on a large screen.
Who is Yusra having sex within the tape?

10. What is the result of Ivy having a misunderstanding with her vet?

11. Ken and Lorna invite Lorna's ex to dinner to try and gain funds for Ken's by-election campaign. A
mix-up results in them serving their horrified guest what?

12. In the last episode, Ken improves his public image significantly when the media falsely credit him
for what?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Six Months
2. Steve
3. Mistakes her for Lorna
4. Ivy
5. Ken and Dylan
6. Expands his operation into a cannabis farm

7. David Steel
8. Tash swallowed the key
9. Dylan
10. Euthanising her dog
11. Ivy's dog's head
12. Helping to prevent Ivy being kidnapped
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